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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduction. When I first presented my 2004 Paper, The Unzoo Alternative (co-authored by Ray Mendez), some defensive zoo supporters misinterpreted “UNZOO” to mean “ANTI-ZOO”. This was not my intent. The Unzoo Alternative is intended as an alternative branch in the evolution of zoos. As I pointed out twenty years ago, unzoo was a work in progress. Critics immediately objected that it was impossible for the most dangerous animals like polar bears, tigers, and elephants as if that was sufficient reason not to try it with safer animals like native birds and koalas. Since then, two public attractions, the Tasmanian Devil Unzoo in Tasmania, Australia, and Skanesdjurpark, a rural lifestyle, domestic and native animal park in Sweden, have been developed along the unzoo lines. These are successful works-in-progress testing ideas with real-life activities, management strategies and satisfied guests. More recently I was approached by a group planning a state-of-the-art wildlife hospital and sanctuary near Byron Bay, a prosperous tourist, vacation and retirement destination on the north coast of the Australian state of New South Wales. This gave me the opportunity to test the unzoo vision with management of local indigenous wildlife as an integrated part of a native forest restoration project. This presentation is a review of the unzoo vision with a conceptual case study. While some of these ideas may be applicable to modern zoos, they are intended for those considering planning and design of native animal sanctuaries.
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Zoo = 
coerced animals, cages 

Evolving to…

Unzoo = 
Attracted Animals, Choice, 

Control, Competence 
No Cages!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is the difference between the zoo and the unzoo? Even the best zoos are managed with coercion and captivity. Animals are compelled to live their entire lives in accordance with schedules and requirements of human caregivers and visitors.  Forty years ago, animal trainers Gail Laule and her then partner Tim Desmond, following the insights of legendary trainer and writer Karen Pryor, introduced  positive reinforcement training, and zoo animals became collaborators with humans in their own care. Diabetic chimpanzees voluntarily approach caregivers for daily insulin injections. “Killer” bull elephants voluntarily stand next to gates while zoo staff take blood samples. Giant pandas and orangutans offer their arms for blood draws.  Today, most species of large animals in modern zoos accommodate caregivers in daily overall body health inspections. We no longer need coercion to manage zoo animals. Do we still need animal cages? Is it time to develop the unzoo where habitat-living animals are managed by attracting and rewarding them while providing the animals in our care far greater choice, control and competence, therefore greater relative freedom?
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Think
Zoo:
With “cages”
Physical barriers for animals

Display based upon coercion 
or limitation

Managed captive animals

Animals forced to human 
schedule

..

Large animal shows

Capital intensive

Unzoo:
Without “cages”
Physical barriers for people

Display based upon attraction, 
motivation, choice & control

Managed free-ranging rehabilitated 
and wild animals

People adapt to animal’s schedule 
with animals trained to broaden 
schedule

Small naturalistic Habitat Theatre.

Staff intensive

Differently! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a more detailed comparison of the traditional zoo and unzoo.
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Zoos Evolving:

VICTORIAN 
EXHIBIT

HAGENBECK 
EXHIBIT  1907

IMMERSION 
EXHIBIT 1976

UNZOO 2004 

• Humans 
dominate

• Cages
• Animals as 

objects

• Humans 
dominate

• Barriers 
“naturalistic”

• Zoo as model
• Animals 

dominate
• Hidden 

barriers
• Nature as 

model

• Animals & Nature 
Dominate

• Animals attracted rather 
than confined

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image explains the evolution of zoos leading to the unzoo as a new evolutionary stage. But remember, evolution is like a branching bush or tree. If the unzoo branch flourishes other branches are also likely to continue and rebranch to other forms in the future.
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These birds trained 
me to feed them

Existing Unzoo Examples

People and birds exploit each 
other, creating vital and 
lasting bonds with ‘nature’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unzoo examples, situations where wildlife choose to collaborate with humans for mutual benefit, have been around us for millennia. The king parrots in the upper left photo came to my kitchen window on the first day I moved into my house twenty years ago, and they taught me to feed them. I learned how to do this without making them dependent on my provisions and we keep up this friendly relationship a few random times each week. Wild birds exploit willing humans all over the world. 
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Dolphin swimming 
with people. Dolphin
Controls the encounter.

Existing Unzoo Examples

Sea lions took over San Francisco’s 
Pier 39, creating a tourist attraction. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper left: We are swimming with a wild dolphin in Port Phillip Bay, Melbourne, Australia. This day the dolphin wasn’t very interested and soon left. The dolphin controlled the encounter. Nevertheless, this was a rewarding unzoo experience for us. Lower right: Wild California sea lions took control of Pier 39 on the San Francisco waterfront. Human pier owners complained, but these are a protected species and had right-of-way. Tourists soon came to see the sea lions and now the pier area is more financially successful than ever. In the unzoo world people and wildlife both benefit from their collaborative encounters
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Conditioning Free-Ranging Water Dragon at Currumbin Sanctuary

Existing Unzoo Examples

Trainer Joshua Bassett

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a more specific example of an unzoo demonstration. On a visit to Currumbin Sanctuary in New South Whales I met animal trainer Joshua Bassett. He demonstrated how he had trained a wild water dragon, a medium-sized native lizard found near water bodies. Joshua trained this wild animal to station in front of visitors and, on command, dive into the aquarium pool, swim to the far end, run back to the front and position itself for another meal worm treat. The lizard had free choice to participate or not. It didn’t depend on this food and the trainer was carful to ensure this lizard feed itself most of the time. So, some free-living native animals can be recruited for trail-side encounters with visitors without becoming captive. Joshua noted that exemptions to present State wildlife regulations would need to be allowed for widespread training of free-ranging wildlife. 
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Tools of Change:  Immersion
Immersed in
• Sights, 
• Sounds, 
• Smells, 
• Nature’s Landscape 

… The complete        
ecological picture.

© L. Sammons

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Visitor immersion in the sights, sounds, smells and other qualities of local nature is a major tool for changing from artificial zoo landscapes to restored authentic native plant and animal landscapes.
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Tools of Change:  
Controlling People

Walk Through Boardwalk

Drive Through Sky Walk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another important unzoo tool of change is enclosing the people while surrounding them with native plants and animals as illustrated above. Think of the unzoo sanctuary experience as a miniature African foot safari without the lions or hippos.
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Tools of Change:    
Animal Training

© Louisville Zoo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, positive reinforcement training is a key tool of change, replacing coercion as an animal management method. These techniques also can be used to “desensitize” (remove “fear of the strange”) from wildlife, helping them become comfortable around people.  One problem with otherwise excellent zoo bird shows is the trainers may be seen as the heroes, cleverly controlling the birds. I would see the trainers presented as guides and translators of animal behaviour, never actually holding or even touching the animals during behavioural demonstrations. Trainers could provide food rewards by placing the treat within the bird’s or other animal’s reach, but not hand feeding them directly. The intent is to present the free-ranging animal as an independent participant with some choice and control, and not a dependent worker.
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Tools of Change:   
Habitat Theatre

© Joe Sebo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The unzoo sanctuary would provide semi-scripted trailside animal encounters rather than the theatre presentations shown in the upper photos. The lower left photo shows a trainer at the San Diego Zoo Safari Park taking a large python for a walk along the path for visitors to encounter. This is an example of “habitat theatre”. The lower right photos shows an actor playing the part of “Mr Zuma”, an East African game warden at Zoo Atlanta.
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Tools of Change: 
Attracting Animals

Aquatic Level 

Terrestrial Level

Arboreal Level

Feeder can be 
lowered  for 
service

Artificial 
Tree Stump

Nest 
cavity

PVC Pipe Feeder                      Low Provisioning Station

Place refrigerated meal 
worms, crickets etc. in 
removable food hopper

Artificial 
Tree Stump Perforated 

tray
Random 
distribution 
tubes

Remote control

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most animals can be attracted to appropriately placed food. Feeding devices can be intentionally made visible to demonstrate animal management features to visitors or be hidden as naturalistic features as shown on the right. Modern “smart feeders” can provide specific food for specific animals at specific locations and times while preventing vermin from reaching the food.
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Tools of Change:    
Close Encounters

© Philadelphia Academy of Science

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Zoo surveys show close encounters with wildlife are major components of a successful zoo visit. Certainly, escorted close encounters will be a major part of the unzoo sanctuary experience.
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Tools of Change:    
Expand the Senses

Local Expert

Microchip

Telemetry

Werribee Open Range Zoo

Werribee Open Range Zoo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An important but often overlooked tool for change is expanding the visitor’s senses. The best way to do this is with informed guides, especially indigenous guides who can share their unique and ancient understanding of indigenous plants and animals. Modern technology such as night vision goggles, inferred sensors, microchip activator telemetry and links to smart phones are a few examples.
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Tools of Change:    
Ethnic Connections

© Healesville Sanctuary

© Healesville Sanctuary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ethnic and Tribal “First Peoples” are found in most countries, including Taiwan, Mainland China, Japan, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia and of course New Zealand and Australia. The Byron Bay Sanctuary is seeking support from local Aboriginal Elders in planning and operating the facility and hopefully employing and training Aboriginal animal and plant care staff and guides.
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Tools of Change: Night 
Events & Encounters

© Slumber Safaris
Werribee Open Range Zoo

Ray Mendez

Ray Mendez

Ray Mendez

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And of course, people want to enjoy good food, socializing, presentations, conferences, evening and nocturnal animal encounters and perhaps simple overnight accommodations.
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Inspiring Images
Healesville Sanctuary

Animal rescue & treatment focus

Wade with
Platypus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Healesville Sanctuary, and the entire Zoos Victoria system, has effective breed-and-release programs for twenty-seven endangered species in the State of Victoria. Shown here are the mountain pygmy-possum (upper left) and the helmeted honeyeater (lower left). The Bryon Bay Wildlife Hospital and Sanctuary will engage in the rescue, healing and release of common and endangered injured native wildlife. Both programs demonstrate the value and day-to-day practice of rescuing and rewilding wildlife. The upper right image shows an innovative platypus demonstration in which the presenter is semi-immersed in the platypus’ world. This could be staged by immersing the presenter in a natural pool or stream in our proposed project. The lower right photo shows some of the wonderful art pieces created by Healesville area Aboriginal artists.
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Inspiring Images
Currumbin 
Sanctuary

Canopy trails for animals & visitors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of tree canopy pathways for both animals and visitors already occur in the region, as shown above at the Currumbin Sanctuary.
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Morris Arboretum Tree House

Canopy trails for animals & visitors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A remarkable tree canopy experience can be found at the Morris Arboretum near Philadelphia, USA. Visitors can walk or lie on the central triangular mesh area and look down 6 meters to the forest floor or upwards into the tree canopy. The Byron Bay point of difference is visitors would be among native canopy wildlife.
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Wildlife  Connections 
Over and Under

Koala Bridge

Koala Tunnel

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The New South Whales Highway Department has installed inexpensive animal overpasses and modified underpasses to prevent highways and railways from dividing wildlife habitat into fragmented and unsustainable islands. We can use these same flexible methods to connect large trees inside the sanctuary and to connect the sanctuary to a regional wildlife stream corridor
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Tools of Change:    
Exotic to Native Animals

• From exotic to native animals & habitats.
• From breed & release to heal & release.
• From many small expensive exhibits to 

fewer, larger mixed-species natural areas.
• From  bring outside looking in: to walk-

through experiences.
• From passive to guided experiences.
• From emphasis on built facilities to focus 

on staff & animal training and abilities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image highlights the differences between a modern zoo and the proposed Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary. 
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Proposed Byron Bay Australia
Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary
Case Study

Existing damaged site 

Proposed restored siteExisting 
Renovated
Macadamia

Castle Attraction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper sketch cross-section. The site acquired by the Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital and Sanctuary is the old Macadamia Castle petting zoo on 2.7 hectares with another approximate 1.5 hectares available as a separate service facility. The site has unique remnant native flooded-forest (towering Eucalyptus grandis), a deep stream valley with remnant rainforest species and a grassland area. The existing Macadamia Castle building has been renovated and can be further developed as the sanctuary’s Visitor Hub. The existing car park can be somewhat enlarged. The old petting zoo buildings and exhibits are obsolete and will be removed. The present landscapes is filled with invasive weedy tree species and rainforest valley slopes are damaged by misuse. A major native species recovery program will be a priority and native plant and animal habit restoration (rewilding) would be ongoing for decades as a demonstration project.. Lower sketch cross-section shows the flooded-forest, rainforest valley and grassy woodland areas restored to immerse both visitors and wildlife. Note the accessible Canopy Walkway and Tree House are on the same level as the flooded-forest yet will be in the rainforest canopy high above the stream valley. 
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Future
Expansion

Future
Expansion

Flooded Gum Woodland

Rainforest valley

P a r k i n g

Wildlife
Hospital

Visitor 
Hub

Wildlife 
Corridor

Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary

Concept Plan

Tree House
Canopy Walk

Event Pavilion

Grassy 
Woodland

Nature Play

Café Terrace

Remote service area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The present development concept plan, still under study, is shown here. Arriving visitors enter between the Wildlife Hospital and Visitor Hub through a covered arcade with changing exhibits and offering views into the hospital exam, lab, and surgery rooms with supporting information about the rescue, treatment, rehabilitation and release of wildlife patients. Access to the Hub administration office, public toilets, changing display gallery, and the café is also provided from the entry arcade. Next, visitors enter immersive, looping pathways through the flooded-gum woodland with towering white-barked trees, past the restored billabong, and through dense paperbark thickets. The nature play area will be overlooked by the café terrace.  Simple story circles and shelters provide venues for informal interpretation and wildlife encounters using stories from both local Aboriginal culture and modern science. The Event Pavilion will provide a roofed but open-sided venue for daytime school groups, evening meals, changing programs and conferences.  The Tree House will be built over the rainforest valley, anchoring the beginning of the canopy walk bridge over the stream and through the rainforest, connecting to the grassy woodland habitat. A steeper return path option descends into the rainforest valley and returns to the Event Pavilion. Circulation is designed for visitors to exit through the Visitor Hub, past the café and through the gift shop.  Expansion areas are being negotiated on two sides.
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Wildlife Hospital Concept

Public viewing of medical procedures

Functional work areas

Wildlife Hospital & Visitor Hub

Entry

Exit Through 
Hub

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Architecture features will include a major new wildlife hospital with separate entries, examination rooms and recovery wards for wildlife from the community area and wildlife from within the sanctuary. Surgery, scanning, labs, and other specialized facilities will be shared. Offices, conference and break rooms, staff toilets, lockers, showers, retreat balcony, and overnight accommodations are proposed on the second level to reduce land coverage. The drawing on the upper left shows my early pre-design sketches reflecting veterinary staff requested facilities and organization. The upper right image shows a desired uncrowded, flexible and functionally arranged exam room as a model. The future ability to expand and rearrange underfloor utilities is an essential design consideration.The key feature for the public will be full visibility into exam, lab and surgery facilities from the covered entry arcade.  Examples of public viewing of life saving veterinary procedures are shown from the pioneering Wildlife Hospital at the Healesville Sanctuary.The Visitor Hub is also shown in this study on the upper left. This plan is changing to accommodate renovation of the existing Macadamia Castle building. These are early conceptual and programming studies and will be further developed and improved when local architects are engaged.
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The Unzoo Sanctuary Case Study
Proposed Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary

• Ecological restoration of a disturbed site.
• Wildlife hospital for rescue, treatment & release.
• Support some non-releasable wildlife in sanctuary.
• Connect to wildlife corridors.
• Condition local wildlife to accommodate visitors.
• Night experiences when wild mammals are active.
• Fewer visitors, “elite” experiences.
• Fewer buildings, more staff.
• Supporting events, conferences, retreats.
• Earned revenue to support hospital.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a summary of the Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary Draft Program.
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Strategic Concept: Will it work?

Based upon the novel proposition 
that visitors will be more satisfied 
discovering fewer free-ranging birds, 
mammals & reptiles trained to do natural 
behaviours, including semi-scripted 
“surprise encounters,” throughout restored 
natural landscapes compared to seeing more 
contained animals in a traditional zoo.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A key element of this plan is the proposition that visitors will be as satisfied or more satisfied having five or six close trailside wildlife encounters in the animal’s natural world compared to seeing many distant enclosed animals in a modern zoo. Will this proposition work financially? This question is being studied by the client.
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Tools of Change Summary 
• Immersion Design
• Positive Training
• Habitat Theatre
• Control People – Attract Animals
• Provide Close Encounters
• Expand the Senses
• Night Encounters
• Ethnic Connections
• Invest in People, Not Facilities
• Evolve!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of the key points of the unzoo sanctuary proposition.
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The Unzoo 
Sanctuary
  Jon Coe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Acknowledgement: This is a case study of my present planning recommendations for the Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital and Sanctuary presented with their approval. Plans may change as planning and development progresses.Two questions were asked by distinguished audience members after this virtual presentation at the Taipei Zoo Planning & Design Conference..1st Question: How do you propose to deal with diseases brought into the sanctuary by free-ranging wildlife?  Answer: This is a question all zoos and sanctuaries face.  Any diseased wildlife entering this sanctuary from the outside will be especially fortunate. The wildlife hospital here is dedicated to the treatment of any ill or injured native animals within or without their grounds.2nd Question: Such facilities encourage unsustainable invasions of outside wildlife. How will you deal with this?  Answer: Fifty and sixty years ago pioneering zoo biologist Prof. Hediger wrote three influential books on improving management of captive wildlife. Since then, modern zoos have made science-based progress unimageable to the far-sighted Dr Hediger.  Science-based health management of free ranging local native wildlife is being pioneered by the Byron Bay Wildlife Hospital staff using their present state-of-the-art mobile wildlife surgery truck. We can think of everything done in establishing and managing this new facility as an integrated research project in habitat restoration, rewilding with indigenous species and long-term intensive management of both semi-wild and fully wild species. Staff will learn by informed doing and hopefully publish their findings, providing useful knowledge and developing best practice for further rewilding of disturbed sites nation-wide and beyond.
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